
 

 

If available, map information for download:  
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/data/geographic-dataservices/webbased-mapping/imapbc 

The following information is current as of  July 30, 2018 

Incident name and number Goode’s Creek (K51242) 

Incident Commander Glen Burgess 

Contact information Information Officer: 
Noelle Kekula 
Phone: 250-319-4815 
Email: noelle.kekula@gov.bc.ca 
Hours: 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. only 
Media Contact: 
Marla Catherall  
Email: marla.catherall@gov.bc.ca 
Phone:  250 819-4191 
Hours: 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. only  

Fire camp Okanagan Complex Fire Camp  

Incident overview 
 

Currently estimated at 1370 hectares in size.  
There are 53 personnel on site today. 
6 helicopters are assigned to the complex. 
This fire is classified as out of control. 

Weather forecast Winds with thermal troughing in the area will be light and southeasterly as the 
normal southerlies set in. Temperatures will be a degree or two cooler today and 
will be in the low 30 degree range. Winds will be southerly and gusting up to 40 
km/h near Kelowna and 10-20 km/h elsewhere. 

Fire behaviour prediction Anticipate very similar fire behaviour potential compared to yesterday, it may 
just be focused in another spot. Expect fire spread to be slope- driven, unless 
terrain is less than 30% slope. The fires on the east side may see slightly stronger 
winds due to exposure. 

Challenges Ground crews continue to work in high temperatures with no shade and in tough 
rocky terrain. Temperatures on site yesterday reached 42 degrees Celsius 
(approximately 108 degrees Fahrenheit). 

Yesterday’s achievements The northern flank is showing great progress by the lack of hot spots found and 
the demobilization of fire equipment that was initiated yesterday as a result of 
this improvement. The east side of this fire has hose lay established in some 
parts and reinforced in others, in order for crews to be more efficient when 
extinguishing hot spots.  

Today’s objectives Ground crews will continue to suppress any heat (mop up) on the south and east 
flanks. Firefighters will also patrol the north line in order to seek out further hot 
spots. 

 Out of Control: Describes a wildfire that is not responding (or only responding on a limited basis) to suppression action, such that the perimeter spread is not 
being contained.  

Being Held:  indicated that (with the resources currently committed to the fire) sufficient suppression action has been taken that the fire is not likely to spread 
beyond existing or predetermined boundaries under the prevailing and forecasted conditions. 

Under Control:  The fire has received sufficient suppression action to ensure no further spread of the fire. 

Out:  The fire has been extinguished. 
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